
BAG UP ON
PASTE! 

Rigs
Rigs for paste � shing need to be kept 
simple; with very few components making 
up the rig you can concentrate on catching 
rather than thinking about constant tangles 
or breakages. 

I use two types of � oat pattern for paste 
� shing; the � rst is a bulbous-bodied � oat 
for rougher conditions or when there’s tow 
on the water, and the second is a pencil-
style pattern for calmer conditions. Both 

Paste fi shing in open 
water is often seen as a 

complicated affair, 
so we enlisted 

Dynamite Baits and 
Middy-backed Rob 

Wootton to give us a 
quick rundown ready for 

your summer campaign…

FEATURE ROB WOOTTON ON PASTE

Float choice is easy 
– bodied for rough 
conditions and slim for 
calm water.
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PASTE! 
PASTE HOOK BAITS

04 The pot holds the hook bait 
and feed samples while you 
ship them out to your swim.

03 The paste pot is positioned 
a fair way down the pole, so 
you’ll need one with big holes!

02 This is the size of paste blob 
that Rob uses, on a size 12 
Middy 9313 hook.

01 Rob constantly varies the 
consistency of his hook baits 
to suit the conditions.

� oats have thick bristles and the stems are 
made from � breglass to aid strength and 
stability. Today, with very little wind, I’m 
using the pencil pattern and I’ve shotted 
the � oat with a bulk of four No8s at about 
half depth. 

The rig is tied on 0.18mm Middy Lo-Viz 
Fluorocrystal and � nished with a size 12 
Middy 9313 hook. These hooks are not 
only strong but also very light, which is 
very important when using paste. The rig 
is set to � sh about two inches overdepth; 
this will prevent the hook pulling away 
from the soft paste once it’s on the bottom. 

Feeding
I’ll start the swim off with two lots of 
feed; half a pot of 4mm Source pellets and 
a few hook-bait-sized balls of paste are 
dumped in a tight area, then a second, 
smaller amount of pellets is scattered over 
a wider area, say around three feet square. 
If, during the session, I feel the peg needs 
another hit I’ll feed another half-potful of 
Source pellets. This is something I try to 
avoid, though, as I generally like to just use 
the hook bait to continue feeding the peg. 

Using the hook bait and sometimes a 
few pellets fed in the pole-mounted pot 
each cast cuts down on the line bites that 
are often common with this tactic, and by 
using hook baits of a different consistency 
you can create more or less activity in 
the swim. For instance, a drier paste will 
attract (but not necessarily catch) more � sh 
as small particles rise from the bait and 
hang in the water. 

Bearing this is mind, a good tactic is to 
� sh with the drier paste until you see signs 
of � sh before switching to a wetter, softer 
paste, which is often more appealing as a 
hook bait. 

Hook Bait
Today I’m using Dynamite Baits’ new The 
Source groundbait as paste. The reasons 
for this are that, � rstly, it mixes up really 
easily and, secondly, it matches the feed 
pellets. Mainly, though, 
and more importantly, 
it’s a brilliant recipe for 
carp � shing that the 
specimen boys have 
been using for years. 

I’ve mixed up a bag 
of The Source into a 
groundbait consistency; 
this will be my starting 
point and I’ll add varying 
amounts of water to it to 
create the desired texture. 

I make up my softer 
hook bait in small batches 
so that I can alter the 
consistency to continually 
suit the conditions I’m 
faced with. I keep an 
old large pole pot on my 
side tray – this is used as 
my mixing pot and I’ll 
constantly be mixing batches 
of paste in it, enough for just 
the next few casts. Mixing 
my paste in this way means 
that I’m in total control of 
the consistency and, because 
I can alter it so quickly, also 
means I can try different 
� avourings without tainting 
the whole lot.

Getting The Hook Bait Into Position
The easiest way to get your hook bait into 
the swim is to use a pole-mounted pot. 
These are easy to make and are basically 
the same as Kinder-style feed pots but 
with a bigger hole, because they will be 
� tted further down the top kit. 

Using a pot also allows you to add 
extras to the swim with your hook bait, 
whether that’s some feed pellets or even 
a couple a balls of paste. It’s important to 
place the pot far enough down the top kit 
so as to avoid tangles when you ship out, 
and ideally the bulk of shot should hang 
down at right angles to the pole. Once 
you’ve loaded the pot it’s a simple case of 
shipping out so that the pot is level with 
the peg, then tipping the contents out and 
shipping back a little so the paste falls on 
a slack line.  

It’s fair to say this 

method is a winner!

Simplicity is the 
key – this is Rob’s 

shotting pattern.
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